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About The Software 

If you really want to bring in the money as an affiliate marketer, you 

need to do two things: create high conversion websites, and make sure 

you have a lot of them. Unfortunately, writing dozens of different 

articles for the same set of products can be a total pain in the butt, so 

we've come up with a solution. 

The Deadbeat SEO Software simplifies the task of writing and 

deploying articles across Wordpress blogs of the same niche. The idea is 

simple: write one article, creating variations of each sentence, and then 

have the program do the rest. Let's take a look at setting up the 

software, configuring your niches, websites, and links, writing articles, 

and then posting those articles to your blogs. 

Program Installation 

The process of installing the software is going to be different depending 

on where you're installing it, who provides your hosting, etc. This guide 

will cover the basics, and if you need any help or are confused by this 

guide, please submit a ticket via the support site, available in the 

Deadbeat Super Affiliate members section. Some of the steps, such as 

unzipping files, should be common knowledge, but you can always use 

Google.com to find websites that explain, step-by-step, these tasks. 

The general installation process is very straightforward if you've ever 

installed a PHP/database script before. Here's what we have to do: 



1. Create a MySQL database and user account for storing the script's 

information. 

2. Upload the script files to our website 

3. Install the database. 

4. Secure the program. 

Setting Up the Database 

You must create a MySQL database and assign a database user to the 

newly created database. The process for doing this is going to vary 

depending on your web host. You may have to contact them for specific 

instructions. 

If you are using a cPanel host, you can review the MySQL Databases 

documentation, available here: 

http://docs.cpanel.net/twiki/bin/view/AllDocumentation/CpanelDocs/My

SQLDatabases 

If you are following the cPanel guide, you will want to "Create a 

Database," "Create a Database User," and then "Define a User's 

Privileges," granting ALL PRIVILEGES. 

Don't forget, save the username and password information! 

What to Upload 

There are several ways to upload the script. The first thing you must do 

is unzip the seo.zip file, which can be downloaded on the Deadbeat 

Super Affiliate member page. 



After you unzip the seo.zip file, and preferably before you upload 

everything to your web host, you will want to configure the script. To do 

this, you must edit the file called "config.php," which is located in the 

seo folder. Here you must configure your MySQL user information.  

$mysql_dbname is the full name of the database. 

$mysql_dbhost is the hostname of the database. Normally this will be 

"localhost" but your web host may have a different hostname. 

$mysql_uname is the MySQL username you chose when you created the 

database. 

$mysql_password is the MySQL user's password. 

Make sure the database name, username, and password are between 

the quote marks. A sample configuration would look like this: 

<?php 

// MYSQL DATABASE NAME 

$mysql_dbname = 'datbaseName'; 

// MYSQL HOST 

$mysql_dbhost = 'localhost'; 

// MYSQL USERNAME 

$mysql_uname = 'databaseUser'; 

// MYSQL PASSWORD 

$mysql_password = 'databasePassword'; 

?> 

Try not to have any single quotes in your password. When you're done, 

save config.php. Now you're going to have to upload all of the files in the 



seo folder to the location of your choice, preferably to the hosting 

account that you use to host your Wordpress blogs. 

Once uploaded, in your web browser, navigate to the folder where you 

uploaded the files. The following message should appear: 

 

 

 

If there are any error messages, go back and check the database 

settings as well as the config.php file to make sure you entered 

everything correctly. 

Configuring CRON Jobs 

If you would like the program to automatically post content to your 

websites, you must configure CRON jobs. The process of configuring 

CRON jobs is going to be different for every web host. 

A CRON job is a command that is called at a set time interval. For our 

software, we will use CRON jobs to automate the process of posting 

articles. Each time a CRON job is run, one article will be posted, at 

random, to one of your blogs. This will help simulate a more natural 

development of each blog. 



How frequently a CRON is run is up to you, and ideally you'd want to 

adjust it as you gain more sites. For example, if you only have one 

website, you may want to call the CRON once every two days. If you 

have 15 websites, you may want to call the CRON once every three to 

five hours. 

The file you will want the CRON job to call is cron.php, located in the 

same folder as all of the other files. You will want the CRON to execute 

PHP on this file. The command to set this up is going to vary, but it 

should look something like this: 

/usr/bin/php /path/to/cron.php 

OR 

php /path/to/cron.php 

Note that the "/path/to/cron.php" is the location of the cron.php file you 

uploaded. If you're on a cPanel server, this path may look something 

like: 

/home/yourusername/public_html/seo/cron.php 

cPanel users can view the following guide to learn how to configure 

CRON. If you don't use cPanel, you may have to contact your web host 

for specifics. 

http://docs.cpanel.net/twiki/bin/view/AllDocumentation/CpanelDocs/Cro

nJobs 

Secure the Directory 



Once CRON is configured, you should password-protect the software. If 

you're on a cPanel host, follow these instructions: 

http://docs.cpanel.net/twiki/bin/view/AllDocumentation/CpanelDocs/Pas

swordProtectDirectories 

Other hosting providers should have directory password protection 

functionality built into their control panels. If you don't put a password 

on the script and its directory/folder, anyone can post articles to your 

blogs. Spammers love this, so try to put a password on the program as 

soon as possible. 

Configuring The Software & Blogs 

Once the software is installed, we can begin the configuration process. 

We're going to walk through the initial steps now, and then you can 

repeat this process as needed. 

We first need to create a niche. Niches are used to group sites that hold 

similar content. Since the software will randomly post articles to your 

blogs, you will only want similar sites in any given niche. An article 

should be able to be posted in ALL sites under its parent niche. 

To create a niche, select the "Niches" tab at the top of the program. 

Under "Add a New Niche," enter any distinguishable niche name then 

click the add button. In our example I will add a "Video Games" niche. 

The result will look like this: 

 



 

 

The next three tabs across the top, "Articles," "Wordpress Sites," and 

"Links" are all going to show content relative to the currently activte 

niche. You can select the active niche under the niche tab by clicking 

"Select Niche" as seen above, or by choosing the niche from the drop-

down menu on the menu bar and then selecting "Go." By default no 

niche will be selected. 

Adding Wordpress Sites 

Now it's time to add sites to our niche. Remember that we will only 

want to add sites that fall under our current niche. We wouldn't want to 

add a site that sells camping equipment to the video games niche. If we 

want to eventually post camping articles, we would have to make a 

"Camping" niche. 

To add a Wordpress site, click the "Wordpress Sites" tab. Here we have 

three pieces of information that we need to enter. First, we need to 

enter the FULL web address, or URL, of our blog. This includes the 

http:// as well as any directories. For example, if our blog were at 



http://www.deadbeatsuperaffiliate.com/blog, we would enter the address 

in the following way: 

 

 

 

You will notice the "/xmlrpc.php" text after the URL. This is the file 

that we must connect to in order to automatically post new blogs. Before 

adding the site, it's a good idea to navigate to the full address and make 

sure the xmlrpc.php does in fact exist. You should receive a "XML-RPC 

server accepts POST requests only" message. 

The administrator username and password are the username/password 

combination that you use to log into the Wordpress blog and submit 

new articles. Click the "Add Site Configuration" button to continue. 

Once the site is added, we have to log into Wordpress and allow our 

software to connect to the blog. For security purposes, Wordpress 

disables publishing to the xmlrpc.php file by default, so we need to 

enable that now. 



Go to the Wordpress administration panel, then go to Settings > 

Writing. At the bottom of the Writing page, make sure the XML-RPC 

option is checked. It should look like this: 

 

 

 

Click "Save Changes" so the new settings can take effect. 

And that's it! We're now ready to write articles. 

Writing Articles 

The software works by generating random versions of  the articles you 

save in the system. Some other programs randomly generate articles 

based on content found elsewhere on the internet, but technology hasn't 



advanced enough where we can generate QUALITY articles without 

having to put in ANY effort. So, we will have to do some work, but we'll 

still save a lot of time using the software.  

The software accepts regular text just like most of the text boxes you're 

familiar with. If you desire, you can use HTML to spruce up the font 

colors , bold text, etc. While the software does not include a fancy editor 

for generating HTML, feel free to write your test article in Wordpress 

and then copy/paste the HTML Wordpress generates directly into the 

software. 

Let's look at a sample paragraph that we will modify so the editor 

knows what to randomize: 

JVC's HANC250 headphones are simply amazing. They are 

specially designed to combine high quality sound 

production with advanced noise canceling abilities to 

produce nothing short of an outstanding sound quality. 

We will modify this paragraph by adding variations of the content. The 

format of the variations is key, and you must be exact. 

The first sentence is very simple, and it's relatively trivial to write 

variations of the sentence to convey the same message. We could say 

that the headphones are "totally awesome" or "a must-buy for the 

holidays." So how do we tell the software what variations we want to 

use? 



Become familiar with the curly braces: { and }. These two symbols can 

normally be found on your keyboard to the right of the P key. You must 

also become familiar with the pipe, or |, which is the symbol found to 

the right of the right curly brace, or }. 

Whenever we want to mark variation in our articles, we will include all 

possible choices within curly braces, and we will separate each 

possibility with a pipe. Let's look at the first sentence in our sample 

paragraph: 

JVC's HANC250 headphones are {simply amazing|totally 

awesome|a must-buy for the holidays}. 

If I were to submit the above sentence, formatted with the curly braces 

and pipes, the software would recognize that it can generate three 

possible output sentences. These three sentences are: 

JVC's HANC250 headphones are simply amazing. 

JVC's HANC250 headphones are totally awesome. 

JVC's HANC250 headphones are a must-buy for the 

holidays. 

Now let's apply this same principle to the second sentence, but instead 

of modifying just part of the sentence, we will write something new. Our 

formatting for the second sentence will look like this: 

{They are specially designed to combine high quality 

sound production with advanced noise canceling 

abilities to produce nothing short of an outstanding 



sound quality.|If you are looking for high-fidelity 

sound with noise cancelling, these headphones will meet 

your needs.} 

If we were to submit the above, the program would recognize it could 

generate the following to sentences: 

They are specially designed to combine high quality 

sound production with advanced noise canceling 

abilities to produce nothing short of an outstanding 

sound quality. 

If you are looking for high-fidelity sound with noise 

cancelling, these headphones will meet your needs. 

 Going back to high school math, if we were to generate all variations of 

this paragraph, we'd have SIX unique paragraphs! For consistency and 

to show we're not lying, here are the six paragraphs that can be 

generated from just two sentence variations: 

1. JVC's HANC250 headphones are simply amazing. They 

are specially designed to combine high quality 

sound production with advanced noise canceling 

abilities to produce nothing short of an 

outstanding sound quality. 

2. JVC's HANC250 headphones are totally awesome. They 

are specially designed to combine high quality 

sound production with advanced noise canceling 

abilities to produce nothing short of an 

outstanding sound quality. 



3. JVC's HANC250 headphones are a must-buy for the 

holidays. They are specially designed to combine 

high quality sound production with advanced noise 

canceling abilities to produce nothing short of an 

outstanding sound quality. 

4. JVC's HANC250 headphones are simply amazing. If you 

are looking for high-fidelity sound with noise 

cancelling, these headphones will meet your needs. 

5. JVC's HANC250 headphones are totally awesome. If 

you are looking for high-fidelity sound with noise 

cancelling, these headphones will meet your needs. 

6. JVC's HANC250 headphones are a must-buy for the 

holidays. If you are looking for high-fidelity 

sound with noise cancelling, these headphones will 

meet your needs. 

Obviously, when you consider a 10-20 sentence article, that is a TON of 

combinations. The  final formatting to generate the above six sentences 

would look like this:  

 

JVC's HANC250 headphones are {simply amazing|totally 

awesome|a must-buy for the holidays}. {They are 

specially designed to combine high quality sound 

production with advanced noise canceling abilities to 

produce nothing short of an outstanding sound 

quality.|If you are looking for high-fidelity sound 



with noise cancelling, these headphones will meet your 

needs.} 

That's it! The only thing you need to watch out for is to remember that 

you can't use curly braces or pipes within your article body as that will 

confuse the program. 

Keep in mind, you don't have to change each sentence, but the more you 

do, the better. Also, you can have as many variations of each sentence 

as you'd like, but you cannot nest curly braces. In other words, you can't 

do the following: 

I like {{red|blue|green} toys |{purple|brown} blocks}. 

Adding Links 

The software is of no use if we can't add links to our affiliate sites. After 

all, how else are we going to make sales? 

You have some flexibility in how you go about adding links, but the 

process is fairly straightforward. To add a link to a given niche, go to 

the "Links" tab at the top of the software. Here you will find two text 

fields as well as a list of active links. 

When you're adding new links, enter the complete URL, with http://, in 

the first text field. Normally this would be something like the link to 

the product on Amazon with your affiliate tag included. 

The second text field should include the anchor text. The anchor text is 

simply the text that is underlined and that the user clicks on to access 



the link. Just link when writing articles, you can select multiple anchor 

text variations for a given link. Also like when writing articles, you 

should separate each variation with a pipe, or |. You should not include 

the curly braces. 

Once a link is created, it will appear under "Current Links."  

 

 

 

The link code is the value we care about when posting an article. To 

insert a link in an article, simply paste the code anywhere within the 

article body, and the software will automatically replace it with the 

link, marked by one of the randomly chose anchor texts. 

Putting it All  Together 

Now it's time to put it all together. We've created our niche, we've added 

our Wordpress site, and we've added a link. Here's what everything 



looks like on the article page before we actually submit the article to the 

system: 

 

 

 

As you can see, the link code is merely included without any special 

tags. You can put this code anywhere in the article; it doesn't have to be 

at the bottom. Click "Add Article," then let's examine the results. You 

should see something like this: 

 



The article has been saved, and as we can see there are 6 unique article 

combinations that can be generated. 

At this point, if we have a CRON job set up, there's nothing left to do 

but sit back and wait. Normally you'd want to let the CRON job run and 

make sure everything works, but, if you're impatient, you can send the 

article right to the blog. 

Using the drop-down box, select which blog you want to post the article 

to, then click the "Publish" button. You can alternatively view the 

article's formatting by clicking on the article's title, or you can 

deactivate the article. A deactivated article is essentially deleted from 

the system, and you cannot publish it to any future blogs. 

That's It! 

That's all there is to it. We will be updating the software in the future 

to include more functionality, so check back often for updates. Also, if 

you find any bugs, please submit a support ticket and we will take a 

look at your problem. Now get out there and start publishing!!! 

 


